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Alcoholic Beverage Mixers - US

"Dollar sales of alcoholic beverage mixers have seen
steady growth in recent years, growing 15% from
2012-17 (7% when adjusted for inflation). Volume sales
of cordials, liqueurs, vermouth, and aperitifs increased
by 16% over the same period. Continued interest in
cocktail culture, especially on premise, is helping here,
as is ...

Non-dairy Milk - US

"Non-dairy milk has seen growth in 2017 and is
expected to continue this trend through 2022. Largely
influenced by almond milk, innovative plant bases are
adding variety in flavor and nutritional value to the
category, both drivers of non-dairy milk. The majority of
non-dairy milk consumers indicate increased purchase
compared ...

On-premise Alcohol Trends - US

"On-premise alcohol sales continue to grow despite
falling volume consumption indicating that consumers
are ordering fewer but more expensive drinks when they
go out. Drinking away from home tends to revolve
around occasions with consumers ordering drinks that
correspond to the current occasion. By understanding
what drink goes with what ...

Tea and RTD Tea - US

"Dollar sales of tea are projected to reach $8 billion in
2017. The market has continued steady dollar sales
growth, increasing 24% from 2012-17. 79% of US adults
drink tea, 60% drink RTD options, and 49% drink
bagged/loose-leaf varieties. Good news comes from the
fact that a higher percentage ...

Yogurt and Yogurt Drinks - US

The yogurt and yogurt drink category is expected to
decrease 2.5% in 2017 to become an estimated $8.5
billion category. Spoonable yogurt is expected to see the
biggest sales decline of just over 4%, while yogurt drinks
continue their growth boom with another year of double
digit growth ...

Coffee - US

"After experiencing strong gains from 2012-15, the
coffee market slowed from 2016-17 (est) as market
penetration of single-cup coffee makers is saturated and
fewer new owners has resulted in slower single-cup
coffee gains. Still, cold brew sales are thriving and new
cold brew innovations such as nitro cold brew and ...

Consumers and the Economic
Outlook: Quarterly Update - US

"As of June 2017, the economy is still improving, wages
are slowly rising, and unemployment numbers continue
to fall. Consumer sentiment about their financial
situation remains healthy, and most consumers don’t
think their finances will change (or increase) that
significantly. Parents overall are somewhat more
optimistic about the financial future ...

Drink - USA
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